TECHNOLOGY
Industry-leading, intuitive technology that keeps you connected.
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TECHNOLOGY

Tech that connects
We make it a top priority to support advisors with industry-leading technology
that works for them, their businesses and their clients. Built on advisor
insights and feedback, our platform features seamless integration, intuitive
applications and comprehensive support.
Raymond James invests hundreds of millions of dollars annually – $250 million
in 2017 alone – in technology, consistently innovating and streamlining our
systems. Our award-winning applications and systems allow advisors to
improve efficiency and build even deeper connections with clients.

RAYMOND JAMES TECHNOLOGY BY THE NUMBERS

$250 million invested in technology in 2017 alone
6 consecutive years of winning the Bank Insurance
and Securities Association Technology Innovation Award

1,000+ IT Associates dedicated to building, supporting and
securing state of the art technology

“

We are committed to providing our advisors with leading-edge
capabilities. Our technology is designed based on our advisors’
input and feedback so the tools are built from the perspective of
the advisor. Our goal is to make our advisors’ lives and practices
more efficient, more productive and more convenient, so they
can focus on their clients’ needs.

”

–VIN CAMPAGNOLI, Raymond James Chief Information Officer

The Bank Insurance & Securities Association (BISA) Technology Innovation Award is designed to
recognize leadership in the advancement of the financial services industry's products, services and
platforms through technology innovation. This award highlights companies for their commitment to
advancements in technology-based solutions for the industry. Candidacy for the 2017 Technology
Innovation Award is limited to products launched in 2016 and is open to BISA Leadership members,
as well as Associate and Associate Plus members. The award is not representative of any one client's
experience, is not an endorsement, and is not indicative of advisor's future performance. Neither
Raymond James nor any of its Financial Advisors pay a fee in exchange for this award. BISA is not
affiliated with Raymond James.
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Technology for you
Raymond James offers integrated technology built from the perspective of our advisors to optimize
efficiency in your practice. That means designing easy-to-use applications that put advisors in control
of their businesses and in sync with their clients. And it’s all available with a single login – whether
you’re in a corner office or a coffee shop around the corner.
WHERE TECHNOLOGY MEETS PRODUCTIVITY
ADVISOR ACCESS
Advisor Access is the central point of interaction with
Raymond James technology.
•	Integrated, secure platform eliminates the need to log in
multiple times as you navigate the system.
•	Tools that talk to each other, share data simply and
streamline your access to information.
RJNET
RJnet is the Raymond James intranet platform, designed
to allow for easy customization of your homepage, news
and alerts.
•	Provides quick access to award-winning research,
educational opportunities, department resources
and contact information for Raymond James advisors
and associates.

CLIENT MANAGEMENT
Our integrated and customizable technology platform
was developed for advisors to make sure it meets your
needs with optimum usability.
CLIENT CENTER
Client Center is the central location for information about
your clients and their accounts.
•	Consolidated functionality makes it easy to manage
accounts and respond to clients needs.
•	Provides access to trading, reporting,
performance, CRM, documents and more.
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CLIENT RELATIONSHIP MANAGER (CRM)
The Raymond James CRM tool makes capturing and using
client data a seamless experience, offering automation
and comprehensive integration with Client Center and
Microsoft Outlook.
•	Simplify collaboration with your team and your clients.
•	Track emails, appointments and tasks to strengthen
client engagement.
•	Manage recurring communications and events, and
forecast your workload with Touchpoint Management.
CLIENT REPORTING
Client Reporting provides easy-to-use features to create a
more personalized and comprehensive client review.
•	Create attractive, easy-to-read, customized reports
or combine multiple reports with your own content to
create reusable package templates.
•	Schedule custom
report packages to run
automatically on your
preferred frequency.

Client Reporting
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GOAL PLANNING & MONITORING (GPM)
The GPM application lets you and your client collaborate
to reach financial goals using interactive scenarios that
let clients see how changes will impact their life.
•	Identify client goals, assign risk tolerance,
determine asset allocation targets and assess
their probability of success.

•	View high-level summaries or drill down into detailed
production, AUM and Net New Asset details.
•	Charts, tables and graphs help you filter data so you
can identify gaps, drive results and monitor activity on
a daily basis.

• Determine appropriate spending or savings rates.

ADVISOR WEBSITES & SOCIAL MEDIA
Build a stronger brand and reach prospective and
existing clients.

•	Control client online access where they can review and
experiment with their plan.

•	Social media support to help you inform and engage
with clients on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
We streamline the wealth management process by
providing a flexible approach to meeting your clients’
investment and financial planning needs.

•	Advisor websites with a broad spectrum of responsive
design options and robust content to build your
unique, personalized brand.

PRODUCT RESEARCH
•	Quickly view research, news and market data for
selected products.

The mobile technology at Raymond James allows you to
access the information you need to support your clients
and your practice while on the go.

•	Search, screen, compare and review financial
product attributes.
•	Access client-friendly fact sheets and analytics
from a consolidated, simple interface.
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
•	Create a scalable and repeatable process using your
custom or firm-defined models.
• Produce detailed investment proposals.
•	Balance accounts to your models and monitor alerts
based on your drift tolerances in discretionary trading.

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Access consolidated information about your practice
through user-friendly, interactive dashboards and take
advantage of social media support and custom websites.
PRACTICE CENTER
With Practice Center, you can easily gain insight into your
intraday commissions, revenues, net new assets and the
clients who comprise your book of business.

MOBILITY

ADVISOR MOBILE
Tap into your business using
Raymond James Advisor Mobile,
an iPhone and iPad app that
offers seamless access to key
data right at your fingertips.
•	Quickly and easily access client
and account information.
•	View account balances and
holdings, performance,
recently run reports, CRM
notes and more.
•	Dictate your notes with
integrated voice recognition.

Advisor Mobile
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Technology for your clients
Clients of Raymond James receive unparalleled service and connectivity with our
complimentary, user-friendly and secure applications and mobile-optimized sites that allow
them to access their Raymond James accounts whenever and wherever they want.

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
INVESTOR ACCESS
The Investor Access site and mobile app allow clients to
view accounts and holdings, monitor and interact with their
financial plan, pay bills, transfer funds, take shareholder
actions and more from anywhere - all while going paperless.
• V
 ault – Clients and advisors can easily collaborate by
uploading documents to our secure online file sharing
and content management platform.
•	
E xternal Account Aggregation – Clients get a holistic
view of their financial life with this tool, which automates
collection and updating of external assets and liabilities.
This outside account data is also available to the advisor
in Client Center, Client Reporting and GPM.

Investor Access

• M obile Access – The Investor Access mobile app is
available on Apple and Android. The app allows for secure
access to Raymond James and external account data, the
Vault, advisor information as well as offers mobile check
deposit capabilities.

Mobile Check Deposit
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Security for you and your clients
OUR SECURITY PROMISE

Our technological systems are monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for signs of
tampering or unauthorized activity. We employ the use of encryption, virtual private
networks, penetration/vulnerability testing, and the latest firewall and antivirus technology.
Our information technology professionals constantly research and develop enhancements
to keep us at the vanguard of data security.
•	
L ayered Security – A team of professionals using
specialized programs provides technical assistance to
prevent and detect intrusion or other suspicious activity.

•	Incident Response – Incident response team ensures
appropriate technology and resources will be dedicated
to the monitoring and prevention of cybersecurity threats.

•	
D edicated Support – Full technical assistance from
teams across the United States providing quick and
comprehensive solutions for any disruption of business.

•	
Technology Risk Management – A risk-based control
framework protects our systems according to their
sensitivity and criticality.

•	
Cyber Threat Center – Systems monitored 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week for signs of tampering or unauthorized
activity; email monitoring for regulatory and compliance
purposes to protect your clients.
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